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A theorem of G. Sabidussi (I 959, Duke Math. J. 26, 693-696) gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the automorphism group of the wreath product of two 
graphs to be the wreath product of their respective automorphism groups. In this 
paper we define a wreath product of hypergraphs and prove a theorem extending 
that of Sabidussi. 
I. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let A and B be sets. As usual, we denote by IA / and 9(A) the cardinality 
and the power set of A, respectively. For each e E .P(A X B) let e1 (resp. e’) 
be the set of first (resp. second) coordinates of elements of e. If e E 9(A), 
.yi E A, ai E A for i = l,..., n, then e, ,,,.,, Xfl]a ,,..., a,] is the set obtained by 
replacing xi by a, in e for each i = l,..., n (tf x 6 e, then e,[a] = e). If A and 
B are disjoint, e E .F(A x B) and xi, ai either both in A or both in B for 
i = l,.... n3 then e.rl ...., .nl~l~.-~ 4 is obtained by replacing each xi by ui in 
the appropriate coordinate. Also, throughout the paper the cross product (X) 
take precedence over union, intersection, and difference (U, f7, \). Thus, 
A U (B X C) will be written A U B X c. 
A hypergraph H = (V, E) consists of a set V of vertices (points) and a set 
E S. .-P(V) of edges with 4 66 E. Note that we do not require that UeoEe = V, 
as opposed to, for example, [ 21. We will call H connected if for every 
partition of V into X U Y there is an e E E such that e n X # 4 # e n Y. We 
say that H is anticonnected if for every partition of Y into XV Y either there 
are .Y E X, J’ E Y with (x. y) 6? E or there is an edge e E E, / el > 3 and 
en E # 4 # en Y. For the given hypergraph H = (V, E) we can define a 
(possibly new) hypergraph I? = (V, E) by putting E = E U ((v) 1 u E V). 
Finally. we will denote by G’(H) the automorphism group of H. 
Let U, v E V. We will call u and v equivalent, u s U, if u # u ’ and e E E 
exactly when e,u,rl [v, u] E E for each e E 9(V), 1 e( > 2. They are almost 
‘The reason for not allowing reflexivity of the relations is the unwillingness to repeat 
endlessly ‘k # I”. throughout the paper. 
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equivalent, u rr. v, if there is an automorphism h of H with h(u) = v. Clearly 
u 5 v implies u N v. The vertices u and v are similar, u 7 v, if u s v, no edge 
contains {u, v) and {u) E E if and only if {v} E E; they are strongly similar, 
u z c, if u z v, (u, v} E E, no edge contains (u, v) properly, and {u) E E 
exactly when (v} E E. 
Let H, = (V,, E,), H, = (V,, E,) be hypergraphs with disjoint vertex sets. 
The wreath product’ H = (V, E) = H, [H2] of H, and H, consists of 
V = V, x V2 and E such that, for e E ,P( V, x VJ, e E E if and only if either 
(a) e,EE,andlen(u)xv,i~lforeachu~V, 
or 
(b) Jell = 1 and e* E E,. 
Recall that if G, and G, are permutation groups acting on disjoint sets X 
and Y, respectively, then the wreath product G,[G,] of G, and G,*acts on 
X x Y and the elements of G, [G,] are ordered pairs (g, {h,},,,) such that 
(g, Wcl,,,)@~y) = (g(x), h,(y)). g E G,, h, E G2. 
From now on we will assume that two hypergraphs H, and H, on disjoint 
vertex sets are given; let us denote by H their wreath product H,[H,]. We 
say that a E O’(H) preserves copies if for each u E V, there is a v E V, with 
a( (u) x V,) = (v) x V,. If each a E M(H) preserves copies then Q(H) does. 
We will often refer to the following two conditions: 
(A) If there are u, v E V, with u = u, then 
(1) If u-v, then H, is connected. 
(2) If u zz v, then H, is anticonnected. 
(3) If u - o in is, but not in H, and H, is not connected with a 
partition V, = XV Y, then there are x E X, y E Y such that {x), ( y} & E,. 
(4) If u z z, in fi, but not in H, and H, is not anticonnected with a 
partition V, = XV Y, then there are x E X, y E Y such that (x), { y} & E,. 
(B) If there is a u E V, with (u) E E, then 
(1) If there are x, y E V, such that x z y, then (x) E E, exactly then 
( y } E E,. 
(2) If there is a L’ E V,, (v) @E, and u N v, then there is an x E Vz 
with (x) @ E,. 
II. RESULTS 
We assume that H, is finite (i.e., its vertex set is finite) and prove a 
theorem : 
’ Also called tensor or lexicographic product or composition in case H,, H, are graphs. 
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THEOREM. G’(H) = CZ(H,)[OT(H,)] if and only if conditions (A) and (B) 
hold. 
The proof is contained in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If Q’(H) = (?I(H,)(rl;7(H2)l, then O’(H) preserves copies. 
ProoJ Immediate. 
LEMMA 2. If G’(H) preserves copies, then (A) holds. 
Proof If any of the four conditions of (A) is not satisfied, then there are 
vertices U, L! E V,, u = v, and H, is either not connected or not anticon- 
netted. Therefore. V2 can be partitioned into XU Y appropriate to the 
condition violated. Further, no generality will be lost by assuming that 
{x) E E for each x E X in case it is condition (3) or (4) that fails and that in 
either of these cases (u) E E and (c) 6? E. Define a mapping a: V-t V by 
U(U, x) = (v. x), a(t), x) = (u, x) if x E X and a(w, z) = (MI, z) otherwise. It is 
now routine to verify that a E C?‘(H) but does not preserve copies. 
LEMMA 3. If@(H) = (IT(H,)(M(H,)], then (B) holds. 
ProoJ: Suppose there is a u E I’, , {u) E E, . If (1) fails, then x, 1’ E V, 
can be found that x =y, (x} E E2, and (J)} @Ez. Define a: I’-+ V by 
a(u, z) = (u, h(z)), where h E C’(H,) is such that h(x) =J’, and 
a(tiJ, z) = (~7, z) otherwise. If (2) fails, then there is a u E V,, u = L’, and 
(u} &E,; further, (x) E E, for all x E V,. Define p: V-r V by P(M’, z) = 
(g(w), z) for any (w, z) E V, where g E M(H,) makes u = L’, i.e., g(zc) = 2’. It 
is not difficult to see that both a and p are automorphisms of H not in 
@(H,)IflWdl. 
LEMMA 4. Let a E U(H) be such that there are u E V, and distinct 
0, ,-.., u, E v, 9 n > 2, with a((u} x V,)n {vi} x V, # 4 and when v # vi, 
a((u)X V,)n(vi}X V,=#for i=l,..., rz. ThenviEvjfor l,<j<j<n. 
ProoJ: Let ui, vj be arbitrary, i # j. Let fE E, and assume that vi E j 
Now for each v E I’, there is a V E V, with a-‘(~, 6) & (u) X I’,. Also, there 
is a hliE V, such that a-‘(u,, wi) E {u} X I’,. Consider the edge 
e = ((v, U) ( u E f. v # vi) U ((vi, wi)} in E. Clearly a-‘(e) E E and a-‘(e) f’ 
(u) x V,= (a-‘(v,, wi)}. Thus, (a-‘(e)n (v) X V,I < 1 for all v E I’, and. 
hence, (a-‘(e))’ E E, or /cl = 1. The latter is irrelevant; consider 
I(a-‘(e))‘\ > 1. Now there is a (u,y) such that a(u,y)E (vj) X V,. Let 
g = i(u..Y)l U a-‘(e>\ia -‘(Do, wi)}. Then g E E, a(g) E E and (a(g))’ = 
e:,,,,.i[Vj, Uil, that is, ftsi,rjlUjq Vi1 E El. SO vi s vi. 
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Before the next lemma it will be useful to observe that if U is a set of 
pairwise equivalent vertices in a hypergraph G, then either all or no pairs are 
(strongly) similar. The proof consists of a routine application of the 
definitions. Note alose that (strongly) similar vertices in G are so related in 
G. 
LEMMA 5. If (A) is satisfied, then 67(H) preserves copies. 
ProoJ: Suppose not. Then there are cu E CT(H). u, v, ,..., v,, n > 2, as in 
Lemma 4 and the ui’s are pairwise equivalent (all indices in this proof are 
from ( l..... n} and distinct names mean distinct objects). Assume first that 
pi - L:~ in ii,. Then H, is not connected-otherwise there would be an m # i 
and e E E, with (vi, v,} 5 e which is impossible since vi- v,. Thus, by 
(A)( 1). L’~ 4 vj. This implies that n = 2, for otherwise there would certainly 
be L!~, zlq such that (LJ,}. (v,} are either both in E or both not in E,. Without 
loss of generality let (t’i ) E E,, (z12} & E, . Let X = (x E V, 1 a(u, x) E 
{r,} x V,}, Y= Y,\X and X’= (xE Vzja-‘(v,,x)E (U}X Vz}, Y’= 
V,\X’. We now claim that no e E E, contains either of (x, y}, {x’,v’ } for 
any s E X, x’ E X’, J E Y, ~1’ E Y’, that is, that H, is not connected with 
either of the partititons X U Y, X’ U Y’. For (x, y} this follows from the fact 
that 21~ - L’~ in a,. Consider, therefore, {x’, ~1’ }. If {x’, y’ ) s e, for some 
s’EX’. Y’E Y’. e,EE,, then {(~~,x’),(z~~,y’)}~eEE such that e2=ez. 
But then (a-‘(v,,x’), (T-‘(u2,y’)} G u-‘(e), u-‘(e) E E, and since 
c’~;~,Y” 6?1 {ul x V, th is means that ((u, z), G[-‘(v~,J~‘)} E e,[z] E E, 
(u, w) = a-‘(v*,x’) and ZE v,. Hence, {(vl,x), (v2,y’) G 
a(e,,(s)) E E, a contradiction. Now by (A)(3) there are x E X, y’ E Y’ such 
that {x). (J’} @E,. If (u) EE,, then {(tjz,~l’)} &E and {a-‘(u,,y’)} E. E 
while if (u) @ E,, then ((u, x) 65 E and (a(u, u)} E E-an impossibility in 
either case. So ui & vi even in E,. 
Assume next that vi zz uj in Z?, . Let X= (xE V21a(u,x)E {vi} X V,}, 
Y = V2\X. Then {x,J’} E E, for all x E X, y E Y since {u,, vi) E E, for each 
i. Also, for each e E E, with lel> 3, either e c X or e c Y, otherwise 
)e n XI > 2 or le n YI > 2 neither of which is possible by virtue of the fact 
that /a({zl} x e) n ( L?~} x V, I < 1 and (vi, I:~} is not contained properly in 
any edge. Hence, H, is not anticonnected and, by (A)(2), vi & uj in H, . As 
in the case of L’~ - ljj in g, we conclude that n = 2 and assume, without loss 
of generality. that (~1, ] E E, and {Zig) & E,. As before we let 
X= {xE V,Ia(u,x)E (c,}X V,). Y= V,\X, X’= {xE V21a~‘(v2,x)E 
{u} x Vz}, Y’ = V,\X’. We already know that the partition X U Y makes H, 
not anticonnected; we wish to show the same for X’ U Y’. Since u, z v2 in 
H,. {a(u, x), (u,, z)) E E for all x E X, z E V, and, therefore, 
{(u, x), a-‘(v,,y’)} E E for x E X. y’ E Y’. This implies that 
ia-‘(v,, x’). a-‘(v2,Jj’} E E for x’ E X’, y’ E Y’ and, therefore, 
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((u,,x’), (vz,y’)) E E, which is only possible if {x’,y’)E E,. Let now 
e, E E, be such that e, n X’ # 4 # e, n Y’ and Je,] > 3. Then there is an 
eE E such that e’= (u?} and e’=e,. Consider a-‘(e). Since e, intersects 
both X’ and Y’, ]a-‘(e)n {u) X V,\ = 1, say (u, z) (Z a-‘(e). Then, for any 
x E X, a-‘(e)z [x] E E and a(a-‘(e), [xl) E E. But this is not possible since 
a(a-‘(e)Z[x])n {u,} X V,Z# and Ia(a-‘(e)z[x]>n {vz) x V,)>2. Now by 
(A)(4), there are x E X, y’ E Y’ such that {x}, {y} & E, and this leads to a 
contradiction as in the previous case. Thus, c’~ a5 c’~ even in Z?, . 
So for all uir uj we have that ui 4 uj and ~1~ & tij in !?, (a fortiori in H,). 
Hence, for each pair ui, vj there is a vii E V, such that (ui, llj, uij} G e for 
some eE E,. But then for all x, y, z in I’: we have am’(((Vi,x), (uj,y), 
(vii, z)} c F, for some dE E: in particular for x, y, z such that a -‘(L!~.,Y). 
a-‘(uj,y)E (u) X V, and a-‘(uij,z)@ (u) x V,. But that is impossible. 
LEMMA 6. If G”(H) presemes copies and (B) holds, then fly 
Q’W,NflVf,)I. 
ProoJ Let a E G!(H) and define a,: C’, -+ I’, and, for each u E Y,, 
a,: V2 -+ V, as follows: 
al(u) = v if a({u) X Yz)== {cl X Vze 
a,(x) = .v if a(u, x) = (cl, J*). 
The claim. of course, is that a, E Q(H,) and a, E @(Hz) for each u E I’,. 
Let e E E,, say e = (ui E Vi ] i E I), I an index set. Then for any collection 
of points (xiii,, from V, the set ( (ui, xi)liG, is an edge of H and, hence, so is 
{a(ui, xi)ji,,. But a(ui, xi) = (a,(Ui), a,i(xi)) and, hence. {a,(ui)ii,, E E, if 
jzj>,2. If ]Zl=I, write e = (u) and observe that a,(u) = U. In fact. 
(a,(u)} E E,-otherwise (B)(2) guarantees the existence of an XE Vz such 
that {x} @ El so that ((a,(u), x)} @ E and this contradicts the fact that 
{a(u,y)] E E for ail y E V,. So a, E G’(H). Let now ix, ,..., x,,] E Ez, x, #.uj 
if i#j. Let U, u E I’, be such that a,(u) = L’. If neither {u) nor {n} is an edge 
of H, or if n > 2, then {xi ,..., x,} E E, exactly when (a,(-~,) ,..., a,(~,,)) F E?. 
If n= 1 and {u)EE~, then x, =aJx,) and, by (B)(l), {x,} E E, exactly 
when {a,(x,)} e E,. 
LEMMA 7. G’(H,)(/P((HJ] c CT(H). 
Proof. Immediate. 
III. REMARKS. 
The definition of the wreath product of hypergraphs given here is a natural 
one in view of the definition of the wreath product of permutation groups. 
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For graphs (that is, hypergraphs with (et = 2 for e E E; note that E is a set 
as are e E E, so no multiple edges or loops are allowed) the theorem reduces 
to that of [ 11. Since the proofs will not change essentially if we allow E to be 
a collection of (possibly duplicate) subsets, we get the result for multigraphs 
and hypergraphs with multiple edges. Also, {x) can be regarded as a loop at 
.Y and we thus have the theorem for pseudographs. 
Further, as singleton edges (i.e., (xi) are often not allowed, one may wish 
to simplify the theorem and its proof substantially by considering only 
hypergraphs without such edges. Conditions (A)(3), (A)(4) and (B), sources 
of much inconvenience, can then be discarded. 
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